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A FEW PAST CLIENTS INCLUDE:

SPEAKER, PERFORMANCE COACH 
AND 10YR NFL ALL-PRO PLAYER
As a renowned professional speaker, coach, trainer,  Donovin 
Darius has risen to national prominence by turning his 10yr 
NFL work ethic and intensity into strategic and passion-filled 
messages to organizations and teams throughout the world.

Born one of five children in the inner city of Camden, New 
Jersey, Donovin grew up with a sense of purpose because of the 
sacrifices and determination he witnessed in his mother Roberta 
Darius. As a child, despite his humbled beginnings or his inability 
to fit in, Donovin heard his call to be different, to set himself apart 
and to passionately pursue a life of greater purpose despite what 
he saw or even experienced.

 
Donovin Darius’ impact has led him to national stages as 
well as international audiences. He currently serves as 
a speaker, coach, trainer, and philanthropist. Donovin 
has dedicated his life to understanding and cultivating 
potential and high achievement in the minds and behavior 
of people. By utilizing his powerful delivery and emerging 
insights, Donovin’s customized presentations teach, 
inspire, and channel audiences to new levels of personal 
belief and achievement.  Individuals have been known to 
walk away feeling motivated and inspired believing they 
can personally achieve more while understanding exactly 
what it takes to be more productive and get the greater 
results that they seek. 

He is also the author of his highly acclaimed book series 
entitled “The Next Level” where he shares stories, strategies 
and tips on personal and professional development, 
relationships, spirituality, athletics and much more.

RENOWNED MOTIVATOR AND AUTHOR



Contact Donovin to speak at your next event 
Phone: (904) 612-6052 

Web: www.DonovinDariusMotivation.com 
Email: Contact@DonovinDarius.com

Donovin had to struggle and persevere 
through many challenges to aspire 
to the level that some would believe 
to be impossible. Despite his humble 
beginnings he developed a persistence 
and determination at a young age to 
make an impact in the life of anyone 
he meets. His passion to serve others 
and continue to pursue greatness led 
him to becoming the guardian of his 
two younger brothers while in college, 
play 10 successful years in the NFL while 
developing city-wide corporate and 
community events that empowered 
others to maximize their potential. He 
has since rose from the grid iron of the 
NFL to a Sports Emmy Award Winning 
Performance Coach; from a community 
member to Philanthropic founder of 
his foundation that impacts youth and 
families; from speaking at grade schools 
to being a premier keynote speaker 
for businesses and organizations that 
desires for him to share universal 
methods and techniques that leads to 
high achievement. 

In 2011, Donovin developed his own 
company Donovin Darius Enterprises, 
Inc.  The company provides motivational 
materials, workshops, and personal/
professional development programs 
aimed at individuals, companies, and 
organizations.

 

 
 
 In the efforts to achieve at the highest level, Donovin says, dig down deep and 
give yourself permission to go after your dreams and goals. It’s only then will 
you live a fulfilled and satisfying life. To do this you must be relentless, persistent 
and uncompromising. I Can-I Must-I Will is a sequential journey that we all must 
travel with ourselves to achieve the greatness that is with on us. Donovin tells 
his own story of achievement over the odds and how as a nine-year-old boy he 
answered the call that would forever shape his life.

 
 
 Donovin outlines the all-essential mindset for high achievement, which begins 
by understanding that such achievements are possible.  Once it is established 
that the dream or goal, although it may be difficult, is at least possible, Donovin 
sets the course for the right frame of mind it takes to perform at the highest levels.    

 
  
The aftermath of downsizing and the sagging economy have combined to create 
an air of uncertainty in the world we knew. At record paces people are losing 
their jobs and experiencing a lot of uncertainty and fear. During these times 
the changes can have a traumatic impact not only on the ones who have lost 
their jobs but those left in the wake. Donovin challenges audiences to embrace 
the fear but use it to step up their level of drive, resourcefulness, and to tap 
into their creative energy. In this inspirational pursuit, individuals will not only 
bounce back but go on to break new and inventive ground.

Far too many people are wandering through life without 
a plan and Next Level Motivation gives Principles for 
living life to the fullest!. Although individuals have some 
of the purest intentions, they lack the required mindset to 
capitalize upon their great potential. Are you one of these 
people? I’m here to help you discover or rediscover your 
passions and climb new heights you once thought were 
unreachable. What is stopping you? Who is standing in the 

way? As you journey through this book, you will practice tested and proven 
principles. Strap in for the ride, because you’re about to enter the next level 
of your life.

Donovin’s Book

LET’S BE SOCIAL

DonovinDarius 
MotivationalForum DonovinDarius DonovinDarius

RESILIENT DRIVE TO 
MAKE AN IMPACT

NEXT LEVEL MOTIVATION 
PRINCIPLES FOR LIVING LIFE TO THE FULLEST

INVENTING A WHOLE NEW WORLD 
�Reinventing�Energy�and�Confidence�in�the�Workplace

ACCOMPLISHING AT THE NEXT LEVEL  
Mindset�Development�to�Believe�In�Yourself�and�the�Vision

I CAN - I MUST- I WILL 
�Overcoming�the�Odds�to�Greatness

DONOVIN DARIUS MOST REQUESTED TOPICS 
ARE GEARED TOWARD


